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Jupiter's X-ray aurora has been thought to be excited by energetic
sulphur and oxygen ions precipitating from the inner magneto-
sphere into the planet's polar regions1±3. Here we report high-
spatial-resolution observations that demonstrate that most of
Jupiter's northern auroral X-rays come from a `hot spot' located
signi®cantly poleward of the latitudes connected to the inner
magnetosphere. The hot spot seems to be ®xed in magnetic
latitude and longitude and occurs in a region where anomalous
infrared4±7 and ultraviolet8 emissions have also been observed. We
infer from the data that the particles that excite the aurora
originate in the outer magnetosphere. The hot spot X-rays pulsate
with an approximately 45-min period, a period similar to that
reported for high-latitude radio and energetic electron bursts
observed by near-Jupiter spacecraft9,10. These results invalidate the
idea that jovian auroral X-ray emissions are mainly excited by
steady precipitation of energetic heavy ions from the inner
magnetosphere. Instead, the X-rays seem to result from currently
unexplained processes in the outer magnetosphere that produce
highly localized and highly variable emissions over an extremely
wide range of wavelengths.
Observations were made with the high-resolution camera (HRC)
of the Chandra X-ray Observatory on 18 December 2000 for an
entire 10-h Jupiter rotation (from 10±20 UT) in support of the
Cassini ¯y-by of Jupiter. These observations show strong auroral
emissions from high latitudes (Fig. 1) as well as a rather featureless
disk that probably results from a combination of re¯ected and
¯uoresced solar X-rays11. The Chandra data are time-tagged and
thus can be mapped into jovian latitude and system III longitude
coordinates (system III longitudes are based on the 9.925-hour
rotation period of Jupiter's magnetic ®eld). Comparison of the
resulting X-ray emission map with simultaneous far-ultraviolet
images obtained by the Hubble Space Telescope imaging spectro-
graph (HST-STIS) shows that the northern auroral X-rays are
concentrated in a `hot spot' within the main ultraviolet auroral
oval at high magnetic latitudes (Fig. 2).
The hot spot is located roughly at 60±708 north latitude and 160±
1808 system III longitude; no similar hot spot is seen in the south,
but this is almost certainly due to the poor viewing geometry for the
southern polar cap. We note that this same hot-spot region is the site
of enhanced infrared emissions from CH4 (ref. 4), C2H2 (ref. 5),
C2H4 (ref. 6) and C2H6 (ref. 7), as well as highly variable H2
emissions at far-ultraviolet wavelengths8, and a `dark spot' in the
sunlight re¯ected from Jupiter at mid-ultraviolet wavelengths12.
Jupiter's main auroral oval lies at latitudes that map magnetically
to radial distances near 30 jovian radii, RJ (refs 13±15); the location
of the hot spot at latitudes poleward of the main oval indicates that
the bulk of the jovian X-ray emissions must connect along magnetic
®eld lines to regions in the jovian magnetosphere well in excess of
30RJ from the planet. The Chandra HRC observations therefore call
into question earlier views that attribute the X-ray auroral emissions
to energetic particles diffusing planetward from the outer regions of
the Io plasma torus and precipitating in the atmosphere at latitudes
Figure 1 Chandra X-ray Observatory image of Jupiter on 18 December 2000. False
colour brightnesses are indicated in rayleighs (R). The observation lasted 10 h (10±20 UT)
and each X-ray photon has been smeared by double the 0.4-arcsecond full-width half-
maximum point-spread-function of the high-resolution camera. A jovicentric graticule
with 308 intervals is overplotted, along with the maximum equatorward extent of the
L  5:9 (orange lines) and L  30 (green lines) footprints of the VIP4 model16
magnetosphere. The auroral emissions are located at much higher latitudes than we
expected on the basis of previous X-ray observations and indicate a connection with
Jupiter's outer magnetosphere. An animation showing the time dependence of these
observations may be viewed at http://pluto.space.swri.edu/yosemite/jupiter/ chan-
dra_hrc.html.
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below those of the main oval3. On the other hand, our magnetic
mapping of the hot spot to distances greater than 30RJ means that
the source of the precipitating particles is unclear, because at such
large distances from Jupiter there are insuf®cient S and O ions (B. H.
Mauk, personal communication) to account for the hot-spot
emissions. Another ion source or excitation mechanism (such as
electron bremsstrahlung) must be considered.
Further evidence that some process other than energetic ion
precipitation from the inner magnetosphere is responsible for the
bulk of the observed auroral X-rays is provided by the lack of
expected correlation between the X-ray emission morphology and
the surface magnetic ®eld strength (that is, the magnetic ®eld
strength at 1RJ) as determined with the VIP4 model
16 (Fig. 2).
That is, for the nominal mechanism of generation by energetic ion
precipitation, the brightest X-ray emissions would be expected
where the eastward drifting (that is, toward lower longitude) ions
encounter the most steeply decreasing surface magnetic ®eld
strength along their L-shell footprint (that is, the locus of inter-
section of their magnetic ®eld lines with the surface of Jupiter) and
only if the ®eld strength is lower than in the conjugate
hemisphere17,18. Thus, although we would expect emissions at
slightly higher latitudes than the L  5:9 footprint of the Io
plasma torus, at system III longitudes of 0±608 in the north and
120±2608 in the south, we found minor clusters of X-rays near the
L  5:9 footprint near 1408 in the north and 80±1208 in the south.
A result even more puzzling than the high-latitude location of
the X-ray hot spot is revealed when the X-ray counts are plotted as a
function of time. The resulting light curve and power spectrum
(Fig. 3) show a very strong ,45-min oscillation in the emitted X-
rays. One of the primary goals of the Chandra and HST campaigns
supporting the Cassini ¯y-by was to search for transient auroral
variations that might be related to the interaction of the solar wind
with Jupiter's magnetosphere. However, correlative Cassini solar-
wind data acquired upstream at about 200RJ show no comparable
periodicity, even accounting for the 5±10-h delay time for the
propagation from the spacecraft to the planet. Likewise, no 45-min
periodicities were seen in Galileo and Cassini energetic-particle
and plasma-wave measurements at the time of the Chandra
observations, although such periodicities are seen at other times
(W. S. Kurth, personal communication). Forty-minute oscillations
have been seen before in energetic particles in the outer magneto-
sphere and in radio waves9,10. Following the Ulysses ¯y-by of Jupiter,
intermittent bursts of 1±200-kHz radio emissions with an approxi-
mately 40-min period were observed for several months originating
from high southern-jovian latitudes; these bursts were correlated
with Ulysses measurements of solar-wind velocity and both relati-
vistic (.8 MeV) and lower (,50 keV) energy electrons from
Jupiter9. However, the origin of these quasi-periodic radio bursts
has not been explained.
As there is no apparent correlation between the auroral X-rays
and the solar-wind parameters measured by Cassini before and
during the Chandra observations, it seems most likely that the
oscillations arise from processes internal to the jovian magneto-
sphere. Global ultra-low-frequency (ULF) oscillations of the mag-
netic ®eld and of the density of high-energy ions are ubiquitous in
the jovian magnetosphere and are generally found to have periods in
the 10±20-min range19,20. Certain models of the ULF oscillations as
standing waves along magnetic ®eld lines indicate that spacecraft
motion affects the measured periods so that they are closer to one
hour in a reference frame that corotates with Jupiter19. The observed
ULF oscillations may arise in a resonance with the bounce periods of
the energetic particles (that is, the period for a magnetically trapped
ion to repeat its north±south motion along a ®eld line). Scattering
of some portion of this particle population into the loss cone could
Figure 2 Polar projections of X-rays seen by Chandra and simultaneous far-ultraviolet
images obtained by the Hubble Space Telescope. The mapped locations of individual
X-ray photons (crosses) are overlaid on averages of several northern (left) and southern
(right) auroral images made with the Hubble Space Telescope imaging spectrograph
(HST-STIS) during 10±20 UT on 18 December 2000. The mapping assumes that the X-ray
and ultraviolet auroras peak in emission at 240 km above the 1-bar pressure level. The
size of each cross gives an approximate indication of the uncertainty in location of the
corresponding X-ray photon, and only photons with emission angles of ,858 are shown.
The HST-STIS images made with the 25MAMA ®lter are displayed in false colour with
auroral H2 emission brightnesses in megarayleighs (MR) as indicated by the colour bar.
Surface VIP4 model16 magnetic ®eld strength contours are shown for comparison (dark
blue). The L  5:9 and L  30 footprints of the VIP4 model magnetosphere are also
included (outer and inner green ovals, respectively), and a 108 graticule (brown dotted
lines) with system III longitudes labelled. Most of the northern auroral X-rays are
unexpectedly located well within the main far-ultraviolet oval and are coincident with the
polar-cap far-ultraviolet emissions. The red circle in the northern auroral plot (left) shows
the region de®ned for the hot spot used in the timing analysis. The apparent increase in
X-rays toward the equator is an artefact of the polar projection.
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result in quasi-periodic precipitation that would account for the
periodicity observed in the X-ray emissions. However, bounce
periods vary with particle energy, distance from Jupiter, and pitch
angle, and it is unclear what would cause a narrow range of periods
to dominate this resonance over much of the magnetosphere.
It is dif®cult to estimate the power in the emitted X-rays, because
the Chandra HRC responds over a broad energy range (0.1±10 keV)
with a variable sensitivity that peaks near an energy of 1.1 keV. We
currently have no knowledge of the details of the emitted spectrum,
so we can only make very rough estimates of the emitted power.
Assuming a photon energy of 574 eV (corresponding to an O6+
emission feature expected to be bright in ion auroras or solar-wind
charge exchange21,22), the estimated X-ray luminosities of the disk of
Jupiter and its northern and southern auroras are about 2.3, 1.0 and
0.4 GW, respectively. These results are consistent with previous
observations made with low spatial resolution1,2.
As we note above, it is dif®cult to account for the ion ¯ux needed
to produce the estimated luminosities with a source region located
in the outer magnetosphere. If the emissions are indeed generated
by heavy-ion precipitation, one possibility is high-latitude recon-
nection of the planetary and solar-wind magnetic ®elds, with the
subsequent entry of the highly ionized (but low energy) heavy-ion
component of the solar wind. The captured solar-wind ions could
be accelerated to MeV energies by the ®eld-aligned currents present
in the outer magnetosphere22±24. Such particles could also be
consistent with the observed plasma waves. For example, the
bounce period of 20 MeV oxygen ions on a dipole ®eld line at
L  120RJ with an equatorial pitch angle of 308 is about 38 minutes.
Although outer magnetospheric ®eld lines are not dipolar25, they are
close enough for this simple calculation to be informative. We
wondered whether electron bremsstrahlung, originally rejected
primarily on energetic grounds, should be reconsidered as an
explanation for the X-rays. The energetics argument still holds:
the power needed to produce the brightest far-ultraviolet `¯ares'
seen in the same polar-cap region as the X-ray hot spot is a few
tens of TW (ref. 8), much less than the estimated power of a few PW
(ref. 1) needed to produce the observed X-rays by electron brems-
strahlung. Thus, explaining the observed hot-spot X-rays with
electron bremsstrahlung still seems unpromising. Whatever ulti-
mate source is determined for the hot-spot X-rays, it should
probably also account for the far-ultraviolet ¯are emissions, the
various hydrocarbon infrared emissions, and possibly the mid-
ultraviolet dark spot, as it is unlikely that these various phenomena
occur in the same area of the upper atmosphere of Jupiter and yet
are unrelated to one another. M
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Figure 3 Light-curve and power-spectrum data for the auroral hot spot. a, Light curve
showing the X-ray count rate measured by Chandra as a function of time for the auroral
hot spot. Here we de®ned the hot spot region to include only those X-rays emitted within a
58-radius circle centred on a latitude of 658 and a system III longitude of 1708 (as shown
by the red circle in Fig. 2). The total number of X-rays emitted from this region is 113, and
the plot shows an 11-min boxcar smoothing of a 1-min binning of the data. The orange
dashed line shows the projected area of the hot spot (as a percentage of the projected
area of Jupiter). The times of the HST-STIS northern auroral region images shown in Fig. 2
are indicated by vertical purple lines. Unfortunately, no images were obtained during any
of the bright X-ray pulses. b, Power spectrum of the hot spot signal, normalized so that, if
the photons were randomly distributed over the visibility period, the mean power spectral
density of any particular frequency bin would be expected to have a value of 2 (ref. 26).
The peak at a period of approximately 45 min is clearly seen. The peak at 300 min is
associated with the approximately 600-min rotation period of Jupiter. The dashed lines
are labelled with the probability of a random signal exceeding that level in a particular
frequency bin (for example, the 45-min period peak has a 4 3 102 6 likelihood of having
been attained at random).
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Energetic electrons and ions that are trapped in Earth's magneto-
sphere can suddenly be accelerated towards the planet1±5. Some
dynamic features of Earth's aurora (the northern and southern
lights) are created by the fraction of these injected particles that
travels along magnetic ®eld lines and hits the upper atmosphere4.
Jupiter's aurora appears similar to Earth's in some respects; both
appear as large ovals circling the poles and both show transient
events6±11. But the magnetospheres of Jupiter and Earth are so
differentÐparticularly in the way they are poweredÐthat it is
not known whether the magnetospheric drivers12 of Earth's aurora
also cause them on Jupiter. Here we show a direct relationship
between Earth-like injections of electrons in Jupiter's magneto-
sphere and a transient auroral feature in Jupiter's polar region.
This relationship is remarkably similar to what happens at Earth,
and therefore suggests that despite the large differences between
planetary magnetospheres, some processes that generate aurorae
are the same throughout the Solar System.
The injections within Earth's magnetosphere (Fig. 1) involve
particles with kilo-electron volt (keV) to mega-electron volt
(MeV) energies4. Often occurring at radial distances of 6 to 10
Earth radii, injections are one component of global dynamic events
called `magnetospheric substorms'. Substorms represent, in part, the
transient release of energy stored in the magnetosphere with
stressed magnetic ®elds13. The energy source for Earth's substorms
is the solar wind of charged gases, or plasmas, emanating from the
Sun. Substorms create dramatic brightening of the aurora at high
geographic latitudes and a substantial expansion of the regions
where auroral emissions occur.
The recent discovery of Earth-like charged particle injections
within Jupiter's magnetosphere14,15 is surprising because Jupiter's
magnetosphere is powered mostly from the inside by the rapid
but steady planetary rotation rather than from the outside by
the variable solar wind. The role of injections in generating
auroral emissions at Jupiter has been heretofore unknown, to our
knowledge.
A unique opportunity to address dynamics in Jupiter's space
environment was made available by a Jupiter joint observation
campaign in late 2000 and early 2001. It involved the ¯y-by of the
Cassini spacecraft, headed toward Saturn, the Galileo spacecraft
orbiting Jupiter, and remote imaging by the Hubble Space Telescope
(HST). During the campaign, Galileo recorded energetic electron
injection signatures at radial distances of ,10 to ,13 Jupiter radii
(Fig. 2). A simple model (Fig. 3) explains the energy-dispersed
character of these signatures (different particle energies arrived at
Galileo at different times). The model is closely analogous to models
derived from injections at Earth16±18. Quantitative analysis (Fig. 4)
reveals the temporal relationship between the injections and the
signatures. At the times of the injections, around 15 h before the
dispersed signatures were observed, Galileo was at a radial distance
of about 20 Jupiter radii and recorded no obvious signature of the
injections occurring closer to Jupiter.
Ultraviolet HST auroral images, similar to those in previous
reports7, were taken during the Galileo operations and remapped
to polar coordinates (Fig. 5). The images reveal a distinct auroral

























Figure 1 Energetic electron injection measurements within Earth's space environment.
The response of three different electron energy channels is shown as measured from the
Earth's geosynchronous orbit (,6.7 Earth radii circular, near-equatorial). We note the
energy-dispersed nature of the channels, with different energies arriving at the
spacecraft at different times. Plotted after ref. 5.
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Figure 2 Energetic electron injection measurements within Jupiter's magnetosphere.
Log [energy (keV)] versus time (hours of day 363, 2000; top scale) versus particle
log [intensity (cm-1 s-1 sr-1 keV-1], shown as a colour scale, display of ion (top) and
electron (bottom) measurements from the energetic particle detector on the Galileo
spacecraft for the radial range of 19 to 8 Jupiter radii (bottom scale). The energy-
dispersed injections are visible in the right-hand portion of the electron display beginning
at about hour 13. The electron sensor is nearly saturated at the lower energies (top of the
electron display) and so the relative variations at low energies is underrepresented here.
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